Abstract-Important for cloud services the cloud computing share throw multiple clients , and it is more important to allocate resources for cloud service provider , cloud computing is an infrastructure that provides on demand network services , in relation , the most important feature of the cloud services is that user's data are hosted in remote . While taking benefit of this new emerging technology, users' fear of losing command of their own data, is becoming a noteworthy hurdle to the extensive implementation of cloud services. Cloud service provider module is to process data owner request for storing data files and application and provides cloud users log details to data owner for audit purpose, to address this problem framework based on information accountability to keep track and trial of the authentic handling of the users' data in the cloud. The system proposed that the Data can be fully tracked by the owner and follow up the service agreements by depending on many items which access, usage control and management.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing introduce many supplements of consumption for information technology services by depending on internet for communication between server and devices , a very famous supplier of services are Amazon , Google , Microsoft , sales force and You Tube ,those suppliers are abstracted according to the requirements of users who should be experts of technology and what is going on , on behalf the user worrying of losing their data because feels that their data not with them , at same time they are happy and enjoying the convenience of new technology which give a remote control of the data and those system support work in many and different devices [1] , cloud computing provides flexibility for deploying applications at lower cost while increasing business agility, the main feature of using cloud services is that user's data are more often processed at remote machines which are unknown to user. As user do not own these remote machine used for speed up data processing or operate them in cloud, users can lose control of own confidential data [2] .
There is a lot of improvement takes place in the system with respect to the internet. Many of the users are getting attracted to this particular technology due to the services involved in it comes at lower cost and reduced computation overhead also the reliable data transmission takes place in the system in a well effective manner. To overcome these problems we use a novel approach namely Cloud Information Accountability (CIA) framework based on Information Accountability (IA) [1] .The proposed CIA framework provides accountability and secured data transferring through novel use of image encryption technique in a distributed manner. This comes with usage control, access control and authentication. By means of CIA, data owners can track whether the service level agreements agreed and enforce access and usage control rules. Any access to the owner's data will cause automated logging mechanism local to the JARs. Such decentralized automated logging mechanism helps to keep the dynamic and flexible nature of the cloud but also raises issues such as ensuring the integrity of the logging. Currently we concentrate on image files as images represents a very common content type for users on social networks and organizations [3] . Images are increasingly on the cloud as a part of storage service which is provided by different cloud service provider (CSP).Moreover images are often content type for sharing, the chaos image encryption algorithm for image encryption is related to some dynamics of its own characteristics [3] . the behavior of the chaos system, under certain conditions, presents phenomena which are characterized by sensitivities to initial conditions and system parameters , we use Tomcat 6.0 web server to implement our work , Tomcat is an open source web server developed by Apache Group. Apache Tomcat is the servlet container that is used in the official Reference Implementation for the Java Servlet and JavaServer Pages technologies [4] .
II. EXISTING SYSTEM
The data processed on clouds may be outsourced , which leads to a number of issues related to accountability and privacy , like handling of personal identified information to get start the users' concerns, it is basis to provide an mechanism for users to monitor the usage of their data in the cloud. For example, users need to be able to secure that their data are handled due to the service level agreements made at the time they sign on for services in the cloud , conventional access control approaches developed for closed domains such as databases and operating systems, or approaches using a centralized server in distributed environments, are not convince , due to the following features characterizing cloud environments [5] , now a days a single server deal with multiple requests from the user, here the server has to process the request from user at the same time , so the processing time should be high , so will occurred deficit of data and packets delayed also the management and resources are not trusted.
III. PROBLEMS ON EXISTING SYSTEM
When the data handled, the direct cloud service provider (CSP) to other entities in the cloud can outsource the data and theses entities can delegate the tasks to others, this will shows that the data unsecure and threatened so that many of researcher tried to make cloud computing more accountable. As well as the entities are allowed to join and leave the cloud in a flexible manner. As a result, data handling in the cloud goes through a complex and dynamic hierarchical service chain, which does not exist in conventional environments [6, 7] , many things are made cloud environments unconventional like type operating systems, device capacity, connection mode and user authority [4] .
IV. CLOUD PRIVACY AND SECURITY
The main challenge to cloud computing is how it addresses the security and privacy concerns of businesses thinking of adopting it, the fact that the valuable enterprise data will reside outside the corporate firewall raises serious concerns, hacking and various attacks to cloud infrastructure would affect multiple clients even if only one site is attacked, these risks can be mitigated by using security applications, encrypted file systems, data loss software, and buying security hardware to track unusual behavior across servers [8] .
There are various security issues for cloud computing as it encompasses many technologies such as networks, databases, operating systems, virtualization, resource scheduling, transaction management, load balancing, concurrency control and memory management [9] . Therefore, issues of the security for many of these systems and technologies are compatible to cloud computing. For example, the network that interconnects the systems in a cloud has to be secure. Furthermore, virtualization paradigm in cloud computing leads to several security concerns. For example, mapping the virtual machines to the physical machines has to be carried out securely. Data security involves encrypting the data as well as ensuring that appropriate policies are enforced for data sharing.
V. PROPOSED SYSTEM
We propose a unprecedented approach Cloud Information Accountability (CIA) framework, this Approach based on the notion of information accountability, not similar to the privacy protection technologies which are built on the hide-it-or-lose-it perspective, information accountability focuses on keeping the data usage transparent and trackable. Our proposed System CIA framework provides end -to -end responsibility or accountability in a highly distributed View, one of the main inventive features of the CIA framework lies in its ability of maintaining lightweight and powerful accountability that combines aspects of access control, usage control and authentication [10] . By means of the CIA, data owners can track not only whether or not the service-level agreements are being honored, but also enforce access and usage control rules as needed [11] . Associated with the accountability feature, we also develop two distinct modes for auditing: push mode and pull mode. The push mode refers to logs being periodically sent to the data owner or stakeholder while the pull mode refers to an alternative approach whereby the user (or another authorized party) can retrieve the logs as needed [10] .
VI. MAIN MODULES
Formally, any system is a sum of modules, which combined to be that system, whoever the main modules of the proposed system as following:
1. Cloud Information Accountability (CIA) Framework:
CIA framework lies in its ability of maintaining lightweight and powerful accountability that combines aspects of access control, usage control and authentication. By means of the CIA data owner can track not only whether or not the service-level agreements are being honored, but also enforce access and usage control rules as needed [12] .
Distinct mode for auditing:
Push mode:
The push mode refers to logs being periodically sent to the data owner or stakeholder.
Pull mode:
Pull mode refers to an alternative approach whereby the user the (Or another authorized party) can retrieve the logs as needed.
Logging and auditing Techniques:
• The logging should be decentralized in order to adapt to the dynamic nature of the cloud. More specifically, log files should be tightly bounded with the corresponding data being controlled, and require minimal infrastructural support from any server.
• Every access to the user's data should be correctly and automatically logged. This requires integrated techniques to authenticate the entity who accesses the data, verify, and record the actual operations on the data as well as the time that the data have been accessed.
• Log files should be reliable and tamper proof to avoid illegal insertion, deletion, and modification by malicious parties. Recovery mechanisms are also desirable to restore damaged log files caused by technical problems.
• Log files should be sent back to their data owners periodically to inform them of the current usage of their data. More importantly, log files should be retrievable anytime by their data owners when needed regardless the location where the files are stored.
• The proposed technique should not intrusively monitor data recipients' systems, nor it should introduce heavy communication and computation overhead, which otherwise will hinder its feasibility and adoption in practice [1, 10] . There are two major components of the CIA, the first being the logger, and the second being the log harmonizer , the logger is strongly coupled with user's data (either single or multiple data items). Its main tasks include automatically logging access to data items that it contains, encrypting the log record using the public key of the content owner, and periodically sending them to the log harmonizer. It may also be configured to ensure that access and usage control policies associated with the data are honored. For example, a data owner can specify that user X is only allowed to view but not to modify the data [6, 13] . The logger will control the data access even after it is downloaded by user X. The log harmonizer forms the central component which allows the user access to the log files. The log harmonizer is responsible for auditing [12, 14] . 
VIII. RESULT
The proposed system are simulated using tomcat server with many martials like My SQL and Java as programming language which is what we choose to implement the system.
Tomcat is an open source web server developed by Apache Group. Apache Tomcat is the servlet container that is used in the official Reference Implementation for the Java Servlet and JavaServer Pages technologies, the Java Servlet and JavaServer Pages specifications are developed by Sun under the Java Community Process, web Servers like Apache Tomcat support only web components while an application server supports web components as well as business components (BEAs Weblogic, is one of the popular application server) , to develop a web application with jsp/servlet install any web server like JRun, Tomcat etc to run your application , the simulation we programmed and connected it with java , we executed the system and we gated result of authentication and the data shared in secure path The result can be summarized as :
A-Size of Log File , Log file include the details of authentication of access and all information related to end user when logs records are written in the file , we can find it , then we can measure the added log files to the system , the system creates detached log files when the log records are ready to send the CIA all the log files related to the CIA have to be sent , therefore the log records are first combined and send to CIA , log file have more dependency and decrease the time of processing when we recall it . We measure the size of the logger (JARs) by various number and size of data , we tested the increase in size of the logger , we obtain a single logger used to process more than one file when data owner uploads Jar file to the cloud service provider which contains an encrypted file. Jar file could contain multiple encrypted files of different sizes. 1. Home page , the home page of the simulation use tomcat web server with Java ,include Login and register , the user should register before login to home page , if the user are not registered then cant log in to the system Fig.5 . proposed system home page 2. Send the request to CIA , if the user want to enter to the system he should type type the username and password then send the request to CIA for Authentication. Fig.6 . Show how the request send to CIA 3. To Grant Permission to upload file for owner and download and view the file for user , Sending CIA Request Password for ensure authentication , the main purpose to do this step is to investigate the security and keep the data transport in secure . The main contribution its summarized by propose a framework based on information accountability to keep track and trial of the authentic handling of the users' data in the cloud , propose responsibility execute auditing of users data by maintaining log records , use a automatic and reliable , enforceable logging mechanism in the cloud , platform independent our proposed architecture is that not require any allocated authentication or storage system in place , We use the way to traditional access control in that will supply a ensured degree of usage control for the data protected after these are delivered to the receiver.
X. CONCLUSION
Cloud computing introduce many supplements of consumption for information technology services by depending on internet for communication between server and devices, the main feature of using cloud services is that user's data are more often processed at remote machines which are unknown to user, the system proposed that the data can be fully tracked by the owner and follow up the service agreements by depending on many items which access, usage control and management.
Future studies can concern of reducing the size Jar File that leads to reducing encryption time of it.
